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Abstract Inattentional blindness (IB) involves failing to de-
tect an unexpected visual stimulus while undertaking another
task. Previous research has predominantly investigated IB
using young adult samples, with few studies exploring wheth-
er or how an observer’s age affects their detection of unex-
pected events. To help address this gap, we compared younger
adults (18–25 years of age) and older adults (60–80 years of
age) on two IB tasks: one dynamic, one static. In the static
task, older age was associated with substantially increased IB
rates: 89 % for older adults versus 5 % for younger adults. In
the dynamic task, we systematically manipulated the presence
of to-be-ignored distractors and whether the unexpected stim-
ulus color matched the observers’ attentional set. We found a
main effect of age on IB: As in the static task, older age was
associated with increased IB rates (38 % for older adults vs.
8 % for younger adults). The presence of to-be-ignored
distractors and attentional set mismatch interacted to substan-
tially increase IB rates, but age did not interact with either
factor. Overall, the results indicate that older age is associated
with large increases in IB rates across a range of tasks. The
pattern of results is consistent with attentional capacity models
of cognitive aging, suggesting that older adults’ reduced cog-
nitive resources result in failure to consciously process stimuli
that are inconsistent with their attentional set.
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Inattentional blindness

Inattentional blindness (IB; Mack & Rock, 1998) occurs when
unexpected objects or events fail to reach conscious awareness
because the observer is engaged in a cognitively or perceptually
demanding task. Existing IB research and theories have largely
focused on the conditions that produce IB, such as task demands
and stimulus characteristics (e.g., Most, Scholl, Clifford, &
Simons, 2005; Most et al., 2001; Simons & Jensen, 2009).
This approach neglects differences between individuals and
groups that may influence noticing rates. Recent IB research
has increasingly examined characteristics that may influence
an individual’s susceptibility to IB, including domain expertise
(Memmert, 2006), personality (Kreitz, Schnuerch, Gibbons, &
Memmert, 2015), autism (Swettenham et al., 2014), attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (Grossman, Hoffman, Berger, &
Zivotofsky, 2015), and cognitive abilities including working
memory capacity (e.g., Beanland & Chan, in press;
Bredemeier & Simons, 2012; Hannon & Richards, 2010;
Kreitz, Furley, Memmert, & Simons, 2015; Richards, Hannon,
& Derakshan, 2010; Seegmiller, Watson, & Strayer, 2011).

Relatively few studies have explicitly examined age-
related differences in IB, and most of these have focused on
children (Memmert, 2006; Neisser, 1979; Remington,
Cartwright-Finch, & Lavie, 2014). To our knowledge, only
three published studies have examined IB in older adults,
and only two of these compared IB in younger and older
adults (Graham & Burke, 2011; O’Shea & Fieo, 2015;
Stothart, Boot, & Simons, 2015). Given that older adults ex-
hibit cognitive decline in general attention-based tasks (see,
e.g., Greenwood & Parasuraman, 2004; Kramer, Humphrey,
Larish, & Logan, 1994; Tsang, 2013; Verhaeghen & Cerella,
2002), as well as other failures of awareness, such as change
blindness (Rizzo et al., 2009) and attentional blink (Georgiou-
Karistianis et al., 2007), there is strong reason to believe that
performance on IB tasks would be similarly affected by cog-
nitive aging.
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Inattentional blindness in older adults

As we noted above, only three published studies have ex-
plored IB in older adults. In the first study, Graham and
Burke (2011) compared IB rates in younger adults (17–
22 years) and older adults (61–81 years) using Simons and
Chabris’s (1999) Binvisible gorilla^ video, in which a black
gorilla appears unexpectedly during an informal basketball
game. Observers are required to selectively attend to one of
two teams, which each comprise three players and are differ-
entiated by their shirt color: white or black. Graham and Burke
found that older adults were more likely than younger adults
to miss the gorilla, regardless of which team they were track-
ing, but both groups were more likely to experience IB when
they were tracking the white rather than the black players. The
latter finding is consistent with previous research demonstrat-
ing that observers are more likely to detect an unexpected
stimulus that matches their attentional set—that is, if it shares
features with task-relevant items (Most et al., 2005; Most et
al., 2001). Some limitations arise from the choice of task in
Graham and Burke’s (2011) study. For example, when using a
staged video it is impossible to systematically manipulate the
characteristics of the display in order to investigate the factors
that influence IB, which could permit confounds between ex-
perimental conditions (Most et al., 2001). In addition, ob-
servers have no opportunity to practice the primary task,
which can affect IB rates (Neisser, 1979; Richards et al.,
2010). Because older adults are likely to be less familiar than
college students with the types of primary tasks used in IB
research (i.e., object tracking), this could artificially inflate
older adults’ IB rates. For these reasons, it would be optimal
to compare younger and older adults’ IB rates on a computer-
ized task that permitted systematic manipulation of the key
variables of interest, and provided participants with sufficient
opportunity to practice the primary task before the unexpected
stimulus was introduced.

More recently, O’Shea and Fieo (2015) used a computer-
ized object-tracking IB task in a sample of 36 older adults 61–
79 years of age. The study did not include a young adult
comparison group. The IB task involved five trials, which
each lasted 11–17 s and comprised four white and four black
letters moving on a gray background. Observers were required
to track the black shapes on the first, third, and fourth trials,
and were required to track the white shapes on the second trial.
An additional black cross appeared on the third, fourth, and
fifth trials. The third trial constituted the critical trial, in which
the unexpected stimulus appeared for the first time. The fourth
trial constituted the divided-attention trial, in which it was
anticipated that participants would divide their attention be-
tween the primary task and searching for an unexpected stim-
ulus, since the critical trial had alerted them that something
unexpected might happen. For the fifth and final trial, ob-
servers were asked to watch the display without tracking

objects; this provided a control condition, the full-attention
trial, to ensure that the observers could detect the unexpected
stimulus when they were not engaged in the primary task.
O’Shea and Fieo found that nearly three-quarters of the older
adults (74 %) experienced IB during the critical trial, despite
the unexpected stimulus matching their attentional set for
black objects. General fluid intelligence predicted IB rates,
but processing speed did not (O’Shea & Fieo, 2015).

Most recently, Stothart et al. (2015) explored IB within a
large sample (N = 515) of adults ranging in age from 18 to
75 years. The researchers used a computerized object-
tracking IB task and systematically manipulated the distance
between observers’ focus of attention and the location of the
unexpected stimulus. Consistent with previous research (e.g.,
Graham & Burke, 2011; Most, Simons, Scholl, & Chabris,
2000) both age and distance from the focus of attention were
associated with increased IB; however, they found no interac-
tion between these factors (Stothart et al., 2015). A notable
strength of this study was that it examined age as a continuous
variable, with the results suggesting progressive decline in the
probability of noticing throughout adulthood. Conversely, one
limitation was that even though the overall sample size was
very large, the proportion of adults 60 years of age and above
was relatively small (n = 22).

Age-related changes in cognition

Whereas little is known about IB in older adults, a large litera-
ture has concentrated on age-related changes in attention and
cognition more broadly. Several theories have been proposed to
account for age-related changes in cognitive processing (Park&
McDonough, 2013). A comprehensive review is beyond the
scope of the present article; however, some prominent theories
pertain to processing speed (Salthouse, 1996), limited attention-
al capacity (Craik & Byrd, 1982; Kahneman, 1973), and inhib-
itory deficits (Connelly, Hasher, & Zacks, 1991; Lustig, Hasher,
& Zacks, 2007). Although these theories were developed to
explain performance in non-IB tasks, some of the theories
might be applicable to predict age-related changes in IB rates.

Processing-speed theory proposes that slower cognitive
processing is the major factor contributing to cognitive aging
(Salthouse, 1996). Intended to explain age-related differences
in fluid cognition, the evidence supporting processing-speed
theory has come primarily from digit- and symbol-based tasks
(e.g., arithmetic, pattern analysis, or copying). In simple tasks,
performance differences manifest directly as differences in
response speed. In more complex or hierarchical tasks, perfor-
mance differences may also manifest as errors or completion
failures, because cognitive slowing will impair the individ-
ual’s ability to complete sequential and simultaneous opera-
tions. Although processing-speed theory is one of the domi-
nant models of cognitive aging (Verhaeghen &Cerella, 2002),
its relevance to IB paradigms is less clear. One possibility is
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that cognitive slowing would impair primary-task perfor-
mance, particularly on more complex dynamic IB tasks, al-
though it is unclear whether this impairment would be associ-
ated with increased IB. For instance, Simons and Jensen
(2009) found that individual differences in object-tracking
speed did not predict IB, and as we noted earlier, previous
research has shown no association between processing speed
and IB in older adults (O’Shea & Fieo, 2015). As such, other
models of cognitive aging are arguably more relevant to
predicting performance within the constraints of an IB task.

The attentional capacity model (Kahneman, 1973) and
the related limited-resource theory (Craik & Byrd, 1982)
assume that attention is finite, placing a fixed limit on the
individual’s capacity to perform. Because different mental
operations require varying levels of effort, when the
amount of attentional capacity is insufficient for the task
demands, performance will drop or information will not be
processed (Kahneman, 1973). These models do not make
explicit predictions about the detection or processing of
unexpected stimuli; however, the implication is that unex-
pected information can only reach conscious awareness
when the individual has sufficient attentional capacity to
process both the primary task and the unexpected stimulus
(Graham & Burke, 2011). Thus, if older adults have re-
duced attentional capacity, as compared with younger
adults, then they should show higher IB rates, which is
consistent with previous research indicating that older
adults are more susceptible to IB (Graham & Burke,
2011; Stothart et al., 2015).

Whereas the theories described above predict greater IB
with age, the inhibitory deficit model (Connelly et al., 1991;
Lustig et al., 2007) suggests the opposite. This model also
builds upon the notion that limited cognitive resources dimin-
ish as one ages, but it argues that reduced attentional capacity
prevents older adults from effectively inhibiting irrelevant in-
formation (Kim, Hasher, & Zacks, 2007). As inhibitory pro-
cesses are diminished, irrelevant information is more likely to
be processed, and consequently to distract the observer from
the current task (Hasher, Lustig, & Zacks, 2007; Kim et al.,
2007). Empirical support for the inhibitory deficit model as
come primarily from language-based tasks, including reading
and problem solving (Connelly et al., 1991; Kim et al., 2007;
Kramer et al., 1994). For example, older adults tend to read
more slowly (Kim et al., 2007) and to show greater priming
(Campbell, Grady, Ng, & Hasher, 2012), due to their inability
to inhibit distracting information. When applied to IB, the
inhibitory deficit model suggests that older adults should ex-
hibit reduced IB, assuming they will fail to inhibit the task-
irrelevant unexpected stimulus. This is inconsistent with pre-
vious research comparing IB in younger and older adults,
which showed increased IB in older adults (Graham &
Burke, 2011; Stothart et al., 2015). Thus, although older adults
demonstrate inhibitory deficits across a range of tasks,

especially contextual and language-based tasks, it is unclear
whether these deficits extend to the unexpected, task-
irrelevant stimuli that appear during IB paradigms.

The present study

We designed an experiment to explore age-related differences
in IB, by comparing older and younger adults, as well as the
factors that influence IB in older adults, by systematically
manipulating task demands. Participants completed two IB
tasks: one dynamic, one static. Most IB studies have included
one trial that contained only a single unexpected stimulus,
assuming that such a stimulus can only be truly unexpected
once (Mack & Rock, 1998; Wolfe, 1999). However, recent
work has demonstrated that it is possible to induce IB repeat-
edly by using different unexpected events within the same task
(Simons, 2010; Ward & Scholl, 2015) or across different tasks
(Beanland & Pammer, 2010a; Kreitz, Furley, et al., 2015). Of
particular relevance to the present study, Kreitz, Furley, et al.
also administered static and dynamic IB tasks to the same
participants within a single testing session and found no cor-
relation between individuals’ performance across the two
tasks. This confirms that when key aspects of the task differ,
as in the present study, it is valid to test the same participants
with multiple IB tasks.

For our dynamic task, we used a computerized object-
tracking task and systematically manipulated two factors that
have been found to influence IB rates: the characteristics of
the unexpected stimulus (i.e., whether it matched the ob-
server’s attentional set) and the presence of distractors (i.e.,
none vs. some). As we noted above, unexpected stimuli are
more likely to be detected if they match the observer’s atten-
tional set. Previous IB research has suggested that there are
two influential aspects of attentional set: features that ob-
servers set their attention to select (i.e., target items) and fea-
tures that observers set their attention to ignore (i.e.,
distractors; see Most et al., 2005). Consequently, if partici-
pants are tracking black objects while ignoring white objects,
they will be most likely to detect a black unexpected object
and least likely to detect a white unexpected object, with other
colors having intermediate detection rates (Most et al., 2001).
Regarding distractor presence, Koivisto and Revonsuo (2008)
found that IB increased from 22% with no distractors to 52 %
with distractors present. This implies that the presence of to-
be-ignored distractors increases the task difficulty, which in
turn increases IB (e.g., Cartwright-Finch & Lavie, 2007).
Interestingly, increasing the number of distractors (i.e., from
one to five) did not impact IB rates, suggesting that the crucial
factor is simply having something to ignore (Koivisto &
Revonsuo, 2008). We hypothesized that both findings would
replicate in older adults, and that the relative effect sizes could
provide insight into the mechanisms of IB. If IB rates are
higher in older than in younger adults, especially when
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distractors are present, this would support attentional capacity
models. In contrast, if IB rates for older adults are more af-
fected by the match between the attentional set and the unex-
pected stimulus characteristics, this implies that inhibitory
mechanisms mediate IB.

In addition to the dynamic task, we included a static cross
judgment task, in which observers were briefly presented with
a large cross and required to judge whether the horizontal or
vertical arm of the cross was longer (Mack & Rock, 1998).
During the critical trial, a small shape appeared unexpectedly
within one of the quadrants of the cross. Static tasks have been
widely used in IB research (Cartwright-Finch & Lavie, 2007;
Mack & Rock, 1998), including in developmental research on
children (Remington et al., 2014), but never with older adults,
so we included this task to explore whether similar patterns
occurred across static and dynamic tasks. Given that previous
research in IB (Graham & Burke, 2011; Stothart et al., 2015),
change blindness (Rizzo et al., 2009), and the attentional blink
(Georgiou-Karistianis et al., 2007) had all shown that older
adults were more susceptible than younger adults to failures of
awareness, we set the parameters of the static task such that
the younger adults were likely to have low IB rates, in order to
provide greater scope for revealing increased IB in older
adults.

Method

Participants

Overall, 166 adults participated, including 83 younger adults
18–25 years old and 83 older adults 60–80 years old. All of
the participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acu-
ity, as measured by a near-vision chart (viewing distance
40 cm) and provided written informed consent. Younger
adults who were enrolled in introductory psychology courses
received course credit. Older adults went into a draw to win
premium lounge cinema tickets. Ethical aspects of the re-
search were approved by the Australian National University
Human Research Ethics Committee.

The data for eight participants were excluded: three older
adults achieved Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA;
Nasreddine et al., 2005) scores below 26; one older adult did
not meet the age criteria; one older adult failed to complete all
tasks; two younger adults failed to detect the unexpected stim-
ulus under full attention; and one younger adult realized that it
was an IB study. Participants were not excluded if they had
some knowledge of IB but did not realize that they were par-
ticipating in an IB study (Beanland & Pammer, 2010a).

The final sample included in our analyses comprised 80
younger adults (52 female, 28 male) with a mean age of
20.7 years (SD = 2.4), and 78 older adults (58 female, 20male)
with a mean age of 69.6 years (SD = 5.1).

Apparatus

Stimuli were presented on a Dell Latitude E6420 15-in. lap-
top, with stimulus presentation and data acquisition controlled
using PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007). The viewing distance was
approximately 40 cm.

Dynamic object-tracking IB task

The object-tracking task consisted of seven 20-s trials, preced-
ed by a practice trial. The task demands were manipulated in a
2 (Number of Distractors: 0, 3) × 2 (Unexpected Stimulus
Color: black, white) between-subjects design. Participants
were therefore randomly assigned to one of four dynamic task
conditions: no distractors, black unexpected stimulus (19
younger adults, 19 older adults); no distractors, white unex-
pected stimulus (21 younger adults, 20 older adults); three
distractors, black unexpected stimulus (20 younger adults,
19 older adults); or three distractors, white unexpected stimu-
lus (20 younger adults, 20 older adults).

As is shown in Fig. 1, the display area consisted of a
gray background (24.8° × 18.7°) with three target items
that moved independently around the screen, occasionally
bouncing off the display edges. Participants were required
to track the attended target items, which were black circles
subtending 1.4° × 1.4°, and to silently count the number
of times they bounced during each trial (range: 15–19
bounces). The distractors, if present, were three white cir-
cles subtending 1.4° × 1.4°, which also moved

Fig. 1 Still frames from the dynamic object-tracking task, representing
critical trials from each experimental condition. All trials contained three
black circles, which were the attended target items that participants were
required to track for 20 s. The number of distractors (zero vs. three) was
manipulated between subjects, so that half of the participants experienced
no distractors and half experienced distractors, which were three white
circles. During the critical trial, an additional, unexpected stimulus
appeared: A cross, which was either black or white, appeared after 6 s
and crossed the screen from right to left, exiting after a further 6 s. The
precritical trials (1–4) employed the same configuration as the critical
trials, except that no unexpected stimulus appeared
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independently and bounced at a similar rate to the
attended items. The experimental sequence included four
trial types: the precritical trials (Trials 1–4), critical trial
(Trial 5), divided-attention trial (Trial 6), and full-attention
trial (Trial 7).

The precritical trials contained only the expected items
(i.e., only targets in the no-distractor conditions, or both tar-
gets and distractors in the three-distractor conditions) and pro-
vided observers an opportunity to practice the primary task.
Participants were prompted to record the number of target
item bounces immediately after each trial. We included four
precritical trials after the practice phase because previous stud-
ies in our lab had shown that accuracy improved significantly
during the first four trials and then plateaued (Beanland &
Pammer, 2012).

The critical, divided-attention, and full-attention trials
contained an additional, unexpected stimulus: a cross
that entered from the right display edge after 6 s, and
traversed the horizontal midline for 6 s before exiting to
the left. The unexpected-stimulus color either matched
(black) or did not match (white) the observer’s atten-
tional set. After reporting the bounce count for the crit-
ical trial, participants were asked whether they had no-
ticed anything other than the expected items and, if so,
to describe what they saw. Observers were classified as
Bnoticers^ if they detected the unexpected stimulus dur-
ing the critical trial and could correctly report its color
and/or shape. Participants then completed the divided-
attention trial, which followed the same procedure as
the critical trial. Finally, for the full-attention trial, par-
ticipants were instructed to watch the display without
tracking any of the objects, to ensure they could detect
the unexpected stimulus when they were not engaging
in the primary task. Participants who failed to detect the
unexpected stimulus during the full-attention trial (two
younger adults) were excluded from the data analyses.

Static cross judgment IB task

The cross judgment task was based on Mack and
Rock’s (1998) classic IB experiments, which has previ-
ously been adapted to explore age-related changes in IB
among children and young adults (Remington et al.,
2014). Our task consisted of eight experimental trials
preceded by three practice trials. All of the stimuli were
black on a light gray background. Each trial began with
a small fixation point for 1,500 ms, followed by 500 ms
presentation of the stimulus cross, and then a pattern
mask for 1,000 ms (see Fig. 2). Following the mask,
participants were asked to report, via button press,
whether the horizontal or vertical arm of the cross was
longer. Trials 1–5 were precritical trials, which
contained only the stimulus cross. Trials 6–8 constituted

the critical trial, divided-attention trial, and full-attention
trial, respectively. These included a small black square
(0.25° × 0.25°) in the bottom right quadrant of the
cross. Following the critical and divided-attention trials,
participants were asked whether they had noticed any-
thing in addition to the large cross on the preceding
trial, and were classified as Bnoticers^ if they could
correctly report the shape or location of the unexpected
stimulus. During the full-attention trial, participants
were instructed to simply look at the display without
judging the lengths of the cross arms. When they were
no longer required to engage in the cross judgment task,
all participants identified the unexpected stimulus.

Procedure

The participants were tested individually, seated comfortably
in a quiet room. As a cover story, they were informed that the
experiment was examining the impact of age on visual cogni-
tion. Prior to attempting the IB tasks, participants completed
20 trials of an object recognition task, in which they were
required to identify whether a briefly presented image
depicted an object or an animal. This task used the same gen-
eral trial structure as the cross judgment task and was included
to familiarize participants with the general format of
computer-based experimental tasks. The picture identification
task was deliberately easy, to reduce any stress older partici-
pants might experience. Participants then completed the

Fig. 2 Sequence of trials in the static cross judgment inattentional
blindness task. The task comprised a total of eight trials. Trials 1–5
were precritical trials, which contained only the stimulus cross. The
primary task was to determine whether the vertical or the horizontal
arm of the cross was longer. An additional, unexpected stimulus (a
small black square) appeared in the right-hand quadrant of the cross on
Trials 6–8, which were, respectively, the critical trial, divided-attention
trial, and full-attention trial. Observers who failed to detect the
unexpected stimulus on the critical trial were deemed to have
experienced inattentional blindness. The actual stimulus dimensions in
the experiment were 0.25° × 0.25° for the unexpected stimulus, and 3.22°
× 2.90° for the cross during the critical trial
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dynamic IB task, followed by the static IB task.1 Finally, the
older adults also completed the MoCA (Nasreddine et al.,
2005), a brief clinical assessment of cognitive ability, lan-
guage, and memory, in order to exclude participants with cog-
nitive impairment. After completing the experimental tasks,
the participants were debriefed and informed of the true ex-
perimental aims. During this debriefing, participants were
asked whether they had previously been familiar with IB,
and whether they had realized they were participating in an
IB experiment. One participant who realized the experimental
aims was excluded from the data analyses. Participants who
did not realize the experimental aims were retained even if
they were familiar with IB, consistent with previous research
(Beanland & Pammer, 2010a; Simons, 2010).

Results

Dynamic object-tracking IB task

Overall, 21 % of participants experienced IB in the dynamic
task, but IB rates varied substantially across the age groups
and experimental conditions (see Fig. 3). Specifically, 38% of
the older adults experienced IB, as compared with only 8 % of
the younger adults, χ2(1) = 21.52, p < .001, odds ratio (OR) =
7.7, 95 % CI OR [3.0, 19.9].

Binary logistic regression was used to examine the associ-
ations between IB and the three independent variables. As was
recommended by Hosmer, Lemeshow, and Sturdivant (2013),
our initial model contained only main effects, assessing three
categorical predictors (age, number of distractors, and unex-
pected stimulus color) for the dependent variable IB (i.e., fail-
ure to notice the unexpected stimulus). The reference groups
were as follow: younger adults for age, zero for the number of
distractors, and black for the unexpected stimulus color. Thus,
ORs greater than 1 indicate that the comparison group (older
adults, three distractors, or white unexpected stimulus) is as-
sociated with an increased likelihood of IB. Omnibus tests
indicated that the full model was reliably different from the
constant-only model, χ2(3) = 65.76, p < .001, Nagelkerke R2

= .52. All three variables independently predicted IB, with
older age, distractor presence, and attentional set mismatch
all increasing the probability of missing an unexpected

stimulus (see Table 1). The model correctly classified 89 %
of participants (99 % of noticers, 53 % of nonnoticers).

Interactions were added to the main-effects model one at a
time, as per Hosmer et al.’s (2013) guidelines. The three-way
interaction (Age ×Distractor Presence ×Unexpected Stimulus
Color) could not be reliably assessed, since it contained mul-
tiple zero cells (i.e., two experimental conditions in which no
young adults experienced IB). Nonsignificant improvements
in model fit indicated that age did not significantly interact
with either distractor presence (χ2 = 0.79, p = .375) or unex-
pected stimulus color (χ2 = 0.09, p = .759). Conversely, the
model fit was significantly improved by adding the interaction
between number of distractors and unexpected stimulus color,
χ2 = 8.00, p = .005. The final model including the interaction
term is shown in Table 1. After adding the interaction term,
age remained significantly associated with IB rates; however,
the main effects for distractor presence and unexpected stim-
ulus color were no longer statistically significant, and the OR
for unexpected stimulus color reversed direction (i.e., from >1
in the model that included only main effects, to <1 in the
model including the interaction term). This suggests that at-
tentional set mismatch is less influential in IB tasks that do not
incorporate to-be-ignored distractors. Consistent with this,
pairwise comparisons between the specific experimental con-
ditions revealed that attentional set mismatch was associated
with IB in the three-distractor conditions (IB: 15 % vs. 60 %,
χ2 = 16.69, p < .001, OR 8.3, 95% CI OR [2.8, 24.2]), but not
in the two no-distractor conditions (IB: 8% vs. 7%;χ2 = 0.01,
p = 1.00, OR 0.9, 95 % CI OR [0.2, 4.9]). Distractor presence
was associated with a nonsignificant increase in IB when the
unexpected stimulus matched the observers’ attentional set
(IB: 8 % vs. 15 %, χ2 = 1.05, p = .481, OR 2.1, 95 % CI
OR [0.5, 9.2]), but a significant increase when the unexpected
stimulus did not match the observer’s attentional set (IB: 7 %
vs. 60 %, χ2 = 25.3, p < .001, OR 19.0, 95 % CI OR [5.0,
72.2]).

1 Given that previous research had demonstrated that it is possible to
induce IB repeatedly using different IB tasks and/or different unexpected
events (e.g., Beanland & Pammer, 2010a; Kreitz, Furley, et al., 2015;
Simons, 2010; Ward & Scholl, 2015), a study including two distinct IB
tasks should obtain equivalent results, regardless of whether the task
presentation order is fixed or counterbalanced. However, since we were
most interested in performance in the dynamic task, we chose to use a
fixed order with the dynamic task first, and to conduct statistical analyses
to explore whether observers’ expectations affected IB rates during the
static task.

Fig. 3 Rates of inattentional blindness in the dynamic object-tracking
task, by experimental condition and age group. The attended items were
black circles, and the distractors were white circles
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Proportional object-tracking error rates were calculated
using the formula (actual – reported bounces)/actual bounces.
Because some participants overreported the number of
bounces, the absolute proportional error score was used for
the analyses. As is shown in Fig. 4, error rates were highest for
the first three precritical trials, with older adults performing
nonsignificantly worse than younger adults [Precritical Trial
1: Mdiff = .05, t(156) = 1.30, p = .197, d = 0.21; Precritical
Trial 2: Mdiff = .04, t(156) = 1.19, p = .235, d = 0.19;
Precritical Trial 3: Mdiff = .03, t(156) = 1.12, p = .266, d =
0.18]. These patterns suggest that some participants, especial-
ly older adults, required a longer practice phase. Performance
on the fourth precritical trial (i.e., the final trial before the
unexpected stimulus appeared during the critical trial) was
equivalent for younger and older adults, Mdiff = .003, t(156)
= 0.11, p = .909, d = 0.02.

Error rates for the critical trial were analyzed using a 2 (IB:
yes, no) × 2 (Age Group: younger adults, older adults) × 2
(Distractors: 0, 3) mixed analysis of variance. Consistent with
several previous studies (e.g., Beanland & Pammer, 2010b;
Simons & Jensen, 2009), no main effect of IB emerged, F(1,
150) = 0.00, p = .999, ηp

2 = .00. The mean error rates were
almost identical for noticers (M = .08, SE = .02) and
nonnoticers (M = .08, SE = .05). As with the precritical trials,
we found no significant difference in error rates between youn-
ger (M = .06, SE = .05) and older (M = .11, SE = .03) adults,
F(1, 150) = 0.77, p = .380, ηp

2 = .01. We also found no signif-
icant effect of distractor presence on error rates, F(1, 150) =
0.34, p = .559, ηp

2 = .00 (no distractors:M = .07, SE = .05; three
distractors:M = .10, SE = .03). Finally, none of the interactions
were statistically significant (all Fs < 0.5, ps > .49).

Static cross judgment IB task

Overall, 46 % of the participants experienced IB, but the pro-
portion varied significantly with age: The vast majority of
older adults (89 %) experienced IB, but very few younger
adults (5 %) did, χ2(1) = 110.68, p < .001, OR = 145.7,
95 % CI OR [42.9, 494.4].

Nonparametric tests revealed that the average cross judgment
accuracy across the four precritical trials was significantly higher
for younger (M = 85 %, SD = 28 %, Mdn = 100 %) than for
older (M = 81 %, SD = 21 %, Mdn = 80 %) adults, Mann–
WhitneyU = 2,525, z = –2.28, p = .023. The average accuracies
across the four precritical trials did not differ between noticers
(M = 84 %, SD = 28 %, Mdn = 100 %) and nonnoticers (M =
82%, SD = 20%,Mdn = 100%) of the unexpected stimulus,U
= 2,702, z = –1.54, p = .124. Accuracies on the critical trial did
not differ between older and younger adults (U = 2,911, z = –

Table 1 Logistic regression results: Predictors of inattentional blindness in the dynamic object-tracking task

Parameter B SE Wald χ2 Odds Ratio 95 % CI Odds Ratio

Lower Upper

Model 1: Main Effects Only

Age group 2.84 0.62 21.08*** 17.2 5.1 57.8

Number of distractors 2.83 0.62 20.82*** 17.0 5.0 57.5

US color 2.12 0.59 13.17*** 8.4 2.7 26.3

(Constant) –6.10 1.00 37.29***

Model 2: Full Model with Main Effects and Interaction

Age group 3.47 0.82 17.90*** 32.0 6.4 159.3

Number of distractors 0.88 0.79 1.23 2.4 0.5 11.3

US color –0.06 0.88 0.01 0.9 0.2 5.3

Distractors × US color 3.40 1.23 7.68** 30.0 2.7 332.3

(Constant) –5.18 1.00 26.66***

US = unexpected stimulus. The reference groups were: young adults for age group; 0 for number of distractors; and black for US color. **p < .01, ***p < .001

Fig. 4 Proportional error rates for each trial of the dynamic object-
tracking task, by age group. Higher scores indicate greater errors. Error
bars represent ±1 standard errors of the means
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1.19, p = .265) or between noticers and nonnoticers of the un-
expected stimulus (U = 2,915, z = –1.07, p = .366).

It is worth noting that the difference in IB rates between
older and younger adults was largest for the static task.
Because the participants completed the dynamic task prior to
the static task, one possibility is that participants may have
possessed an implicit expectation that another unexpected
stimulus would appear during the static task. Given that the
younger adults were probably more familiar than older adults
with the format of experimental tasks (many of the younger
adults were enrolled in introductory psychology courses), this
expectation could have affected the two age groups differen-
tially. To assess whether this could have biased our results, we
reran the static-task analyses including only those participants
who scored 100 % on all trials of the cross judgment task, on
the assumption that participants with an implicit expectation
that something else might happen would be less attentive, and
therefore potentially less accurate, on the primary task. This
subsample of perfectly accurate observers (n = 79) comprised
46 younger adults and 33 older adults. IB remained signifi-
cantly higher for the older (88 %) than for the younger (9 %)
adults, χ2(1, N = 79) = 49.53, p < .001, OR 76.1, 95 % CI OR
[17.6, 329.3], suggesting that differential expectations in the
static task cannot explain older adults’ disproportionately
higher IB rate. Rather, the fact that primary-task accuracies
differed in the static but not in the dynamic task suggests that
the relative difficulty for older versus younger adults was
greater in the cross judgment task than in the object-tracking
task.

Within-subjects IB rates

Administering two IB tasks to the same sample permitted us to
explore within-subjects rates of IB, which is a topic that has
received very little research to date (Kreitz, Furley, et al.,
2015). There was a moderately sized significant correlation
between IB on the two tasks, r(158) = .37, p < .001, 95 %
CI [.23, .50]. Closer inspection of the data revealed that this
correlation was due to age differences, since most younger
adults (87.5 %) detected the unexpected stimulus in both
tasks, whereas a large proportion of the older adults (37 %)
experienced IB in both tasks. Within the younger adult group,
no correlation was apparent between IB on the two tasks,
r(80) = –.07, p = .565, 95 % CI [–.11, –.03]. All young adult
observers who experienced IB during the static task had been
noticers during the dynamic task, whereas all young adults
who experienced IB during the dynamic task had been no-
ticers in the static task. Among older adults, we observed a
small, nonsignificant correlation between IB on the two tasks,
r(78) = .20, p = .075, 95 % CI [.01, .33]; the rate of IB in the
static task was 97 % for those who experienced IB during the
dynamic task, as compared with 83 % for observers who had
noticed the dynamic unexpected stimulus.

Discussion

The primary result of the present study is that IB is vastlymore
common in older adults (60–80 years) than in young adults
(18–25 years) across a range of experimental tasks. These
findings are consistent with previous research indicating that
IB rates increase in older adulthood (Graham & Burke, 2011;
Stothart et al., 2015). Thus, when considered alongside previ-
ous research, the present results demonstrate that older adults
experience a widespread decline in their ability to detect un-
expected objects across a range of task demands. Indeed, it is
possible that our results understate the magnitude of the dif-
ference between older and young adults, given that noticing
rates were at ceiling (≤5% IB) for younger adults in all but one
of the conditions we tested.

In the dynamic IB task, age had a strong main effect on IB
rates but did not interact with experimental condition. The
lack of a significant interaction effect is consistent with
Stothart et al.’s (2015) research, which also showed that age
did not interact with experimental condition. We observed a
significant interaction between distractor presence and atten-
tional set mismatch of the unexpected stimulus: IB rates were
lowest for both age groups in the absence of to-be-ignored
distractors, and were highest when distractors were present
and physically similar to the unexpected stimulus. Notably,
the unexpected-stimulus color only affected IB rates when
distractors were present. This suggests that observers adopt a
less focused attentional set when distractors are absent, where-
as the presence of to-be-ignored distractors requires a more
focused attentional set, in order to select only attended items
and suppress distractors. The fact that only 5 % of older adults
detected a white unexpected stimulus when they had an atten-
tional set to attend to black targets and ignore white distractors
suggests that they were fully capable of inhibiting irrelevant
information within an IB task, which in turn demonstrates that
the inhibitory deficit model cannot account for age-related
changes in IB.

Another aspect of the results that contradicts the
inhibitory deficit model is the fact that adding distractors did
not influence older adults’ primary-task performance; if inhib-
itory deficits did influence performance in dynamic IB tasks,
the presence of distractors should have impaired older adults’
object-tracking performance. Interestingly, although IB rates
varied markedly with age, older adults were not significantly
worse in terms of primary-task accuracy. This seems most
consistent with attentional capacity results of cognitive aging:
Older adults had sufficient capacity to complete the primary
task to the same level as younger adults, but were less able to
detect an unexpected stimulus. One explanation is that older
adults’ reduced cognitive resources forced them to adopt a
more focused attentional set, such that they selectively
attended only to the target items, which resulted in failure to
consciously process stimuli that fell outside of this attentional
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set. This included both distractor items (which, as noted, did
not affect primary-task performance) and unexpected objects.

In the static IB task, age was again a significant predictor of
IB, with 89% of older adults missing the unexpected stimulus,
as compared with only 5 % of younger adults. Accuracy dif-
fered as a function of age group, suggesting that the task was
relatively more demanding for older participants. Again, this
finding is most consistent with attentional capacity models of
cognitive aging, since older adults found the primary task
more challenging and were much less likely to detect the un-
expected object, suggesting that they had insufficient cogni-
tive resources to process the unexpected black square when
they were concurrently undertaking the cross judgment task.
Interestingly, previous research using a similar task in children
and young adults (Remington et al., 2014) had revealed sim-
ilarly low rates of IB in young adults, with significantly higher
rates for children. Taken together, this suggests that there may
be a U-shaped relationship between IB and age, with IB rates
declining from childhood to young adulthood, and then in-
creasing again in older adulthood.

The increase in IB susceptibility with age could have pro-
found practical implications, given that IB is analogous to
real-world Blooked-but-failed-to-see^ errors (Beanland,
Lenné, & Rößger, 2015), which account for around 5 % of
road crashes (Beanland, Fitzharris, Young, & Lenné, 2013;
Stutts, Reinfurt, Staplin, & Rodgman, 2001). Empirical re-
search has consistently demonstrated that older adults have
disproportionately high crash rates and are at greater risk of
injury, due to physical vulnerabilities and cognitive limitations
(e.g., Anstey, Wood, Lord, & Walker, 2005; Chaparro, Wood,
& Carberry, 2004). Our results raise the prospect that older
adults could have a particular impairment in detecting unex-
pected objects, which in real-world settings could increase
their risks of both road crashes (e.g., due to failure to detect
hazards) and falls (e.g., if they tripped over an unnoticed ob-
stacle). As such, in future research it would be worthwhile
exploring the extent to which age-related increases in IB gen-
eralize to real-world tasks, including driving and walking.

Although the present study adds to the existing literature
on IB in older adults, by demonstrating that robust age-
related increases in IB occur across a range of tasks, a cou-
ple of methodological limitations should be noted. First, we
obtained very low rates of IB in our younger adult sample,
because we simplified our tasks to make them easier for
older adults (e.g., slower speeds and a reduced number of
items in the dynamic task, and a longer presentation time
and larger unexpected stimulus in the static task). This may
have obscured the true extent of age-related differences in
IB, which could be better identified with a task that yielded
higher IB rates in younger adults. However, this would risk
the reverse problem occurring (i.e., 100 % IB in the older
adults), so in practice this limitation may be challenging to
avoid in future research.

A second limitation was that, though our total sample was
relatively large, in the dynamic task we had only 19–21 par-
ticipants per condition. Although this is similar to the cell sizes
employed in many previous IB studies (e.g., Most et al., 2005;
Most et al., 2001), it limits statistical power. Thus age-related
interactions might not have been reliably detected in our sam-
ple. Another issue arising from the sample size is reliability:
Our age-related effects were large, but also the 95 % confi-
dence intervals for these effect sizes were wide. This was due
to the fact that IB paradigms produce dichotomous outcomes,
classifying individuals as Bnoticers^ or Bnonnoticers^ on the
basis of a single measurement (i.e., one critical trial), which is
a fairly unreliable measure (Beanland & Chan, in press).
Although it is possible to induce IB repeatedly across different
stimuli and tasks, as has been shown in both the present study
and previous research (e.g., Beanland & Pammer, 2010a;
Kreitz, Furley, et al., 2015; Simons, 2010; Ward & Scholl,
2015), it is much more difficult to induce IB repeatedly using
identical stimuli. In the absence of a proper repeated measures
design, the best way to yield reliable experimental results is to
test larger sample sizes.

One possibility for increasing sample sizes would be to run
studies online, which has yielded large samples for some IB
studies (e.g., Brown-Iannuzzi, Hoffman, Payne, & Trawalter,
2014; Kreitz, Schnuerch, Gibbons, & Memmert, 2015;
Stothart et al., 2015; Ward & Scholl, 2015). However, as
Stothart et al. noted, online studies may have even greater
difficulties than face-to-face studies in recruiting older partic-
ipants. Another issue is that cognitive screening assessments,
such as the MoCA, cannot be reliably administered online. As
such, the most pragmatic approach to studying IB in older
adults may be to incorporate IB tasks into broader studies of
cognitive aging, for which large samples have already been
recruited and screened for eligibility.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that older
adults are significantly more likely to experience IB than
younger adults across a range of experimental conditions.
The results presented are best accounted for by the attentional
capacity model of cognitive aging, which suggests that adults’
attentional resources diminish with age, preventing unexpect-
ed or irrelevant items from being fully processed. In future
studies, it would be instructive to recruit samples in which
age could be set as a continuous, rather than a categorical,
variable, to explore whether IB susceptibility increases con-
tinually as a function of age, or rather as a function of partic-
ular factors that arise when an adult reaches a critical age.
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